Culture Making Recovering
Our Creative Calling Andy
Crouch
This is likewise one of the factors by obtaining the soft documents
of this culture making recovering our creative calling andy
crouch by online. You might not require more times to spend to
go to the books start as competently as search for them. In some
cases, you likewise get not discover the broadcast culture making
recovering our creative calling andy crouch that you are looking
for. It will agreed squander the time.
However below, bearing in mind you visit this web page, it will be
hence certainly simple to acquire as with ease as download guide
culture making recovering our creative calling andy crouch
It will not understand many become old as we accustom before.
You can do it while pretense something else at home and even in
your workplace. suitably easy! So, are you question? Just exercise
just what we manage to pay for below as competently as review
culture making recovering our creative calling andy crouch
what you in the same way as to read!

Created and Creating William Edgar 2017-03-16
The gospel of Jesus Christ is
always situated within a
particular cultural context: but
how should Christians

approach the complex
relationship between their faith
and the surrounding culture?
Should we simply retreat from
culture? Should we embrace
our cultural practices and
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mindset? How important is it
for us to be engaged with our
culture and mindset? How
might we do that with
discernment and faithfulness?
William Edgar offers a biblical
theology in the light of our
contemporary culture that
contends that Christians should
-- and indeed, must -- engage
with the surrounding culture.
By exploring what Scripture
has to say about the role of
culture and gleaning insights
from a variety of theologians -including Abraham Kuyper, T.
S. Eliot, H. Richard Niebuhr
and C. S. Lewis -- Edgar
contends that cultural
engagement is a fundamental
aspect of human existence. He
does not shy away from those
passages that emphasize the
distinction between Christians
and the world. Yet he finds,
shining through the biblical
witness, evidence that supports
a robust defence of the cultural
mandate to 'be fruitful and
multiply, and fill the earth and
subdue it' (Genesis 1:28). With
clarity and wisdom, Edgar
argues that we are most
faithful to our calling as God's

creatures when we participate
in creating culture.
Introduction Part 1:
Parameters of culture Part 2:
Challenges from Scripture Part
3: The cultural mandate
Epilogue
The Transforming Vision Brian J. Walsh 1984-10-12
Brian J. Walsh and J. Richard
Middleton offer a vision for
transforming economics,
politics, technology and every
part of contemporary culture.
Invading Secular Space Martin Robinson 2003-01
After a analysis of the state of
Western churches, Robinson
and Smith challenge
conventional leadership styles.
They reject fix-it programmes
and urge ministers to focus on
helping people to experience
intimacy with God, to
encounter the grace of God and
speak about it to others.
Cultural Engagement - Josh
Chatraw 2019-07-09
How should Christians
approach important
contemporary issues like war,
race, creation care, gender,
and politics? Christians in
every culture are confronted
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with social trends and moral
questions that can be difficult
to navigate. But, the Bible
often doesn't speak directly to
such issues. Even when it does,
it can be confusing to know
how best to apply the biblical
teaching. In Cultural
Engagement: A Crash Course
in Contemporary Issues
authors Joshua D. Chatraw and
Karen Swallow Prior first offer
a broadly accessible framework
for cultural engagement and
then explore specific hot topics
in current Western culture
including: Sexuality Gender
Roles Human Life and
Reproduction Technology
Immigration and Race Creation
and Creature Care Politics
Work Arts War, Weapons, and
Capital Punishment Featuring
contributions from over forty
top thinkers, proponents of
various views on the specific
topics present their approaches
in their own words, providing
readers an opportunity to fairly
consider options. Unique in
how it addresses both bigpicture questions about
cultural engagement and
pressing current issues,

Cultural Engagement provides
a thorough and broad
introduction useful for
students, professors, pastors,
college ministers, and any
believer wanting to more
effectively exercise their faith
in the public square.
A Student's Guide to Culture John Stonestreet 2020-01-01
The student edition of the
popular A Practical Guide to
Culture by John Stonestreet
and Brett Kunkle delivers a
hopeful message to readers
ages 15–25 who live every day
with increasing cultural
pressure. These young people
struggle to navigate
contemporary challenges to
their Christian faith and values,
but will be encouraged to
emerge as leaders. In A
Student’s Guide to Culture,
Stonestreet and Kunkle write
in a highly relational style,
sharing insight and experience.
Jumping off from the original
version, this guide includes allnew discussion questions and
stories that remind young
readers that they can live
differently and be a light in a
culture that sometimes feels
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overwhelming.
How Then Should We Work? Hugh Whelchel 2012-05
"Have you ever felt like what
you do the majority of the week
at work may not have any value
to God? Many Christians
struggle to find any meaning in
their work. Many are taught
it's just a place to share your
faith or earn a paycheck to
donate to missions.
Businessman Hugh Whelchel
was just that guy but knew
there had to be more. His
thorough biblical investigation
reveals the eternal significance
of work within the grand
biblical story of God's mission
throughout history."--Publisher
description.
Faithful Presence - David E.
Fitch 2016-12-01
How can the church engage
the world, not by judgment nor
accommodation but by
becoming the good news in our
culture? Offering seven distinct
spiritual practices, David Fitch
helps you re-envision church,
what you do in the name of
church, and the way you lead a
church. Reimagine the church
as the living embodiment of

Christ, reflecting God's faithful
presence to a desperate world.
Reconciling All Things
Emmanuel Katongole
2010-06-21
Our world is broken and cries
out for reconciliation. But mere
conflict resolution and
peacemaking are not enough.
What makes real reconciliation
possible? How is it that some
people are able to forgive the
most horrendous of evils? And
what role does God play in
these stories? Does
reconciliation make any sense
apart from the biblical story of
redemption? Secular models of
peacemaking are insufficient.
And the church has not always
fulfilled its call to be agents of
reconciliation in the world. In
Reconciling All Things
Emmanuel Katongole and Chris
Rice, codirectors of the Center
for Reconciliation at Duke
Divinity School, cast a
comprehensive vision for
reconciliation that is biblical,
transformative, holistic and
global. They draw on the
resources of the Christian
story, including their own
individual experiences in
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Uganda and Mississippi, to
bring solid, theological
reflection to bear on the work
of reconciling individuals,
groups and societies. They
recover distinctively Christian
practices that will help the
church be both a sign and an
agent of God's reconciling love
in the fragmented world of the
twenty-first century. This
powerful, concise book lays the
philosophical foundations for
the Resources for
Reconciliation, a new series
from InterVarsity Press and the
Center for Reconciliation at
Duke Divinity School which
explores what it means to
pursue hope in areas of
brokenness in theory and
practice.
Learning for the Love of God
- Donald Opitz 2014-02-18
Most Christian college students
separate their academic life
from church attendance, Bible
study, and prayer. Too often
discipleship of the mind is
overlooked if not ignored
altogether. In this lively and
enlightening book, two authors
who are experienced in college
youth ministry show students

how to be faithful in their
studies, approaching education
as their vocation. This revised
edition of the well-received The
Outrageous Idea of Academic
Faithfulness includes updates
throughout, two new
substantive appendixes,
personal stories from students,
a new preface, and a fresh
interior design. Chapters
conclude with thoughtprovoking discussion
questions.
Beauty Will Save the World Brian Zahnd 2012
Zahnd issues a challenge to
Christians to discover new
vitality through re-envisioning,
reimagining, and reforming the
church according to the
pattern of the cruciform. Using
stories from the lives of St.
Francis of Assisi and from his
own life, he teaches believers
to stay on the journey to
discover the kingdom of God in
a fuller, richer way.
Everywhere You Look- Tim
Soerens 2020-07-07
The emerging generation is
opting out of the church in
large numbers. They're
embarrassed at how the church
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is portrayed and dismayed at
their options for participation.
What's the point of the church
anyway? With practical,
actionable steps, Tim Soerens
offers a vision of the church
grounded in a grassroots
movement of ordinary people
living out the church in their
everyday lives.
Creative Calling
- Chase Jarvis
2019-09-24
Life isn’t about “finding”
fulfillment and success – it’s
about creating it. Why then has
creativity been given a back
seat in our culture? No longer.
** A Wall Street Journal, Los
Angeles Times and Publishers
Weekly Bestseller ** Creativity
is a force inside every person
that, when unleashed,
transforms our lives and
delivers vitality to everything
we do. Establishing a creative
practice is therefore our most
valuable and urgent task - as
important to our well-being as
exercise or nutrition. The good
news? Renowned artist, author,
and CreativeLive founder,
Chase Jarvis, reminds us that
creativity isn't a skill—it's a
habit available to everyone:

beginners and lifelong
creators, entrepreneurs to
executives, astronauts to
zookeepers, and everyone in
between. Through small, daily
actions we can supercharge
our innate creativity and
rediscover our personal power
in life. Whether your ambition
is a creative career, completing
a creative project, or simply
cultivating a creative mindset,
Creative Calling will unlock
your potential via Jarvis’s
memorable “IDEA” system: ·
Imagine your big dream,
whatever you want to
create—or become—in this
world. · Design a daily practice
that supports that dream—and
a life of expression and
transformation. · Execute on
your ambitious plans and make
your vision real. · Amplify your
impact through a supportive
community you’ll learn to grow
and nurture.
Jesus Is Lord, Caesar Is Not Scot McKnight 2013-03-28
This volume brings together
respected biblical scholars to
evaluate the turn toward
"empire criticism" in recent
New Testament scholarship.
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While praising the movement
for its deconstruction of Roman
statecraft and ideology, the
contributors also provide a
salient critique of the antiimperialist rhetoric pervading
much of the current literature.
Work Matters - Tom Nelson
2021-07-08
Work. For some this word
represents drudgery and the
mundane. For others work is
an idol to be served. If you find
yourself anywhere on the
spectrum from workaholic to
weekend warrior, it’s time to
bridge the gap between
Sunday worship and Monday
work. Striking a balance
between theological depth and
practical counsel, Tom Nelson
outlines God’s purposes for
work in a way that helps us to
make the most of our vocation
and to join God in his work in
the world. Discover a new
perspective on work that will
transform your workday and
make the majority of your
waking hours matter, not only
now, but for eternity.
Power and Poverty - Dewi
Hughes 2009-02-04
Throughout history poverty has

been largely unnecessary. And
yet throughout history some of
the earth's population have
enjoyed an abundance of the
goods available while others
have suffered want of the most
basic goods needed to sustain
life. In this wide-ranging,
challenging book, Dewi Hughes
argues that poverty is rooted in
the way human beings use and
abuse power. The Scriptures
remind us, as we do the work
of the church, that who we are,
what we say and what we do
under God are inseparable-that
the kingdom of God is not
merely a matter of words, but
of power. Book jacket.
Culture Making - Andy Crouch
2009-05-11
Crouch unleashes a stirring
manifesto calling Christians to
be culture makers. By making
chairs and omelets, languages
and laws, Christians participate
in God's own making and
transforming of culture.
The Space Between (Cultural
Exegesis) - Eric O. Jacobsen
2012-08-01
The entire material world can
be divided between the Natural
Environment and the Built
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Environment. Over the past
forty years, the Natural
Environment has received
more attention of the two, but
that is beginning to change.
With a renewed interest in
"place" within various
academic disciplines and the
practical issues of rising fuel
costs and scarcity of land, the
Built Environment has emerged
as a coherent and engaging
subject for academic and
popular consideration. While
there is a growing body of
work on the Built Environment,
very little approaches it from a
distinctly Christian
perspective. This major new
work represents a
comprehensive and grounded
approach. Employing tools
from the field of theology and
culture, it demonstrates how
looking at the Built
Environment through a
theological lens provides a
unique perspective on
questions of beauty, justice,
and human flourishing.
Cultural Apologetics - Paul
M. Gould 2019-03-12
Renewing the Christian voice,
conscience, and imagination so

that we can become compelling
witnesses of the Gospel in
today's culture. Christianity
has an image problem. While
the culture we inhabit presents
us with an increasingly antiChristian and disenchanted
position, the church in the
West has not helped its case by
becoming anti-intellectual,
fragmented, and out of touch
with the relevancy of Jesus to
all aspects of contemporary
life. The muting of the
Christian voice, its imagination,
and its collective conscience
have diminished the prospect
of having a genuine missionary
encounter with others today.
Cultural apologetics attempts
to demonstrate not only the
truth of the Gospel but also its
desirability by reestablishing
Christianity as the answer that
satisfies our three universal
human longings—truth,
goodness, and beauty. In
Cultural Apologetics,
philosopher and professor Paul
Gould sets forth a fresh and
uplifting model for cultural
engagement—rooted in the
biblical account of Paul's
speech in Athens—which
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details practical steps for
establishing Christianity as
both true and beautiful,
reasonable and satisfying.
You'll be introduced to: The
idea of cultural apologetics as
distinct from traditional
apologetics. The path from
disenchantment with how we
understand reality to reenchantment with the reality of
the spiritual nature of things.
The practical tools of good
cultural engagement:
conscience, reason, and
imagination. Equip yourself to
see, and help others see, the
world as it is through the lens
of the Spirit—deeply beautiful,
mysterious, and sacred. With
creative insights, Cultural
Apologetics prepares readers
to share a vision of the
Christian faith that is both
plausible and desirable,
offering clarity for those who
have become disoriented in the
haze of modern Western
culture.
Culture Making - Andy Crouch
2009-11-11
It is not enough to condemn
culture. Nor is it sufficient
merely to critique culture, copy

culture or consume culture.
The only way to change culture
is to create culture. Andy
Crouch unleashes a stirring
manifesto calling Christians to
be culture makers. Culture is
what we make of the world,
both in creating cultural
artifacts as well as in making
sense of the world around us.
By making chairs and omelets,
languages and laws, we
participate in God's own
making and transforming of
culture.
The Life We're Looking For Andy Crouch 2022-04-19
A deeply reflective primer on
creating meaningful
connections, rebuilding
abundant communities, and
living in a way that engages
our full humanity in an age of
unprecedented anxiety and
loneliness—from the author of
The Tech-Wise Family “Andy
Crouch shows the path to
reclaiming a life that restores
the heart of what it means to
thrive.”—Arthur C. Brooks, #1
New York Times bestselling
author of From Strength to
Strength Our greatest need is
to be recognized—to be seen,
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loved, and embedded in rich
relationships with those around
us. But for the last century,
we’ve displaced that need with
the ease of technology. We’ve
dreamed of mastery without
relationship (what the
premodern world called magic)
and abundance without
dependence (what Jesus called
Mammon). Yet even before a
pandemic disrupted that quest,
we felt threatened and
strangely out of place: lonely,
anxious, bored amid endless
options, oddly disconnected
amid infinite connections. In
The Life We’re Looking For,
bestselling author Andy Crouch
shows how we have been
seduced by a false vision of
human flourishing—and how
each of us can fight back. From
the social innovations of the
early Christian movement to
the efforts of entrepreneurs
working to create more
humane technology, Crouch
shows how we can restore true
community and put people first
in a world dominated by
money, power, and devices.
There is a way out of our
impersonal world, into a world

where knowing and being
known are the heartbeat of our
days, our households, and our
economies. Where our
vulnerabilities are seen not as
something to be escaped but as
the key to our becoming who
we were made to be together.
Where technology serves us
rather than masters us—and
helps us become more human,
not less.
Culture Making- Andy Crouch
2013-10-24
The only way to change culture
is to create culture. Andy
Crouch unleashes a stirring
manifesto calling Christians to
be culture makers. He unpacks
the complexities of how culture
works and gives us tools for
cultivating and creating culture
in partnership with God's own
making and transforming of
culture.
The Tech-Wise Family - Andy
Crouch 2017-04-18
Making conscientious choices
about technology in our
families is more than just using
internet filters and determining
screen time limits for our
children. It's about developing
wisdom, character, and
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courage in the way we use
digital media rather than
accepting technology's
promises of ease, instant
gratification, and the world's
knowledge at our fingertips.
And it's definitely not just
about the kids. Drawing on indepth original research from
the Barna Group, Andy Crouch
shows readers that the choices
we make about technology
have consequences we may
never have considered. He
takes readers beyond the
typical questions of what,
where, and when and instead
challenges them to answer
provocative questions like, Who
do we want to be as a family?
and How does our use of a
particular technology move us
closer or farther away from
that goal? Anyone who has felt
their family relationships suffer
or their time slip away amid
technology's distractions will
find in this book a path forward
to reclaiming their real life in a
world of devices.
My Tech-Wise Life- Amy
Crouch 2020-11-17
While most of her peers were
obsessed with their iPhones,

Instagramming and
Snapchatting their lives, and
glued to streaming TV, 19-yearold Amy Crouch was growing
up with minimal technology. In
My Tech-Wise Life, she and her
father, Andy Crouch, share how
intentional and controlled use
of modern devices, apps, and
services has helped her avoid
many of the negative
experiences of her peers and
cultivate positive experiences
interacting with the real world.
With writing that connects on a
teen-to-teen level, Amy and
Andy unpack tech temptations-such as the temptation to
distract ourselves from any
potentially boring or awkward
situation, or to stay up-to-date
with every notification and
trend--and then offer antidotes
that lead to more patience,
wisdom, honesty, and wonder
in life. If you're in high school
or college and devices and
social media are affecting your
friendships and family life, your
sense of self-worth, or even
how well you think you know
yourself, this book will help you
reevaluate your relationship
with technology--and renew
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your relationship with the
world around you.
Making Disciples Across
Cultures - Charles A. Davis
2015-04-15
Culture affects how we make
disciples. In this insightful
roadmap, Charles Davis,
former director of TEAM,
provides a framework for
missional disciplemaking
across diverse cultural
contexts. With on-the-ground
stories from a lifetime of
mission experience, Davis
navigates cultural tensions to
help Christian workers minister
more effectively at home or
overseas.
Charting a Bold Course Andrew Seidel 2003-10-01
Leadership development is a
life-long process. Yet the
church of Jesus Christ is in
desperate need of strong
leaders in this generation. In
Charting a Bold Course,
Andrew Seidel provides an
exceptional tool to get you
started on cultivating the
unique gifts and abilities God
has given you and your
leadership team. This
leadership course will fit

perfectly in a leadership
training program.
Playing God- Andy Crouch
2013-09-06
With Playing God, Andy Crouch
opens the subject of power,
elucidating its subtle activity in
our relationships and
institutions. He gives us much
more than a warning against
abuse, though. Turning the
notion of "playing God" on its
head, Crouch celebrates power
as the gift by which we join in
God's creative, redeeming
work in the world.
Plowing in Hope- David Bruce
Hegeman 2007
The Bible begins in a garden
and ends in a city.
Christ and Culture - H.
Richard Niebuhr 1956-09-05
This 50th-anniversary edition,
with a new foreword by the
distinguished historian Martin
E. Marty, who regards this
book as one of the most vital
books of our time, as well as an
introduction by the author
never before included in the
book, and a new preface by
James Gustafson, the premier
Christian ethicist who is
considered Niebuhr’s
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contemporary successor, poses
the challenge of being true to
Christ in a materialistic age to
an entirely new generation of
Christian readers.
A Work of Heart - Reggie
McNeal 2011-10-12
Revised and updated edition of
the classic work on
spiritualleadership In A Work
of Heart, bestselling author
and missionalexpert Reggie
McNeal helps leaders reflect
on the ways in which Godis
shaping them by letting us see
God at work in the lives of
fourquintessential biblical
leaders: Moses, David, Jesus,
and Paul.McNeal identifies the
formative influences upon
these leaders,which he sees as
God's ways of working in their
lives: the sameinfluences at
work today forming leaders for
ministry in our times.He
explores the shaping influence
of culture, call,
community,conflict, and the
commonplace. Offers guidance
for church leaders to let God
shape theirhearts from the
inside out Reggie McNeal is
the author of the bestselling
bookMissional Renaissance

Gives reassurance for
maintaining perspective while
doing thedemanding work of
ministry The book includes
illustrative stories of
contemporary leadersopening
their hearts to God's guidance.
Popcultured- Steve Turner
2013-05-01
Drawing on his storied career
as a pop-culture wallflower,
Steve Turner provides an allaccess pass to the pervasive
cultures of style, media and
celebrity. Passing on his
uniquely Christian way of
viewing these cultures, Turner
opens our eyes to a world of
ideas lying just beneath the
hype.
Everyday Theology (Cultural
Exegesis) - Kevin J. Vanhoozer
2007-03-01
Everyday theology is the
reflective and practical task of
living each day as faithful
disciples of Jesus Christ. In
other words, theology is not
just for Sundays, and it's not
just for professional
theologians. Everyday
Theology teaches all Christians
how to get the theological lay
of the land. It enables them to
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become more conscious of the
culture they inhabit every day
so that they can understand
how it affects them and how
they can affect it. If theology is
the ministry of the Word to the
world, everyday theologians
need to know something about
that world, and Everyday
Theology shows them how to
understand their culture make
an impact on it. Engaging and
full of fresh young voices, this
book is the first in the new
Cultural Exegesis series.
Culture Making - Andy
Crouch 2009-11-11
It is not enough to condemn
culture. Nor is it sufficient
merely to critique culture, copy
culture or consume culture.
The only way to change culture
is to create culture. Andy
Crouch unleashes a stirring
manifesto calling Christians to
be culture makers. Culture is
what we make of the world,
both in creating cultural
artifacts as well as in making
sense of the world around us.
By making chairs and omelets,
languages and laws, we
participate in God's own
making and transforming of

culture.
Culture Making - Andy
Crouch 2013-09-09
The only way to change culture
is to create culture. Andy
Crouch unleashes a stirring
manifesto calling Christians to
be culture makers. He unpacks
the complexities of how culture
works and gives us tools for
cultivating and creating culture
in partnership with God's own
making and transforming of
culture.
Many Colors - Soong-Chan
Rah 2010-09-01
The United States is currently
undergoing the most rapid
demographic shift in its
history. By 2050, white
Americans will no longer
comprise a majority of the
population. Instead, they'll be
the largest minority group in a
country made up entirely of
minorities, followed by
Hispanic Americans, African
Americans, and Asian
Americans. Past shifts in
America's demographics
always reshaped the county's
religious landscape. This shift
will be no different. SoongChan Rah's book is intended to
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equip evangelicals for ministry
and outreach in our changing
nation. Borrowing from the
business concept of "cultural
intelligence," he explores how
God's people can become more
multiculturally adept. From
discussions about cultural and
racial histories, to reviews of
case-study churches and
Christian groups that are
succeeding in bridging ethnic
divides, Rah provides a
practical and hopeful
guidebook for Christians
wanting to minister more
effectively in diverse settings.
Without guilt trips or
browbeating, the book will spur
individuals, churches, and
parachurch ministries toward
more effectively bearing
witness to the gospel of Jesus
Christ, the Good News for
people of every racial and
cultural background. Its
message is positive; its
potential impact,
transformative.
On Knowing Humanity Eloise Meneses 2017-07-14
Cover -- Title -- Copyright -Contents -- Chapter authors -Introduction -- 1 Engaging the

religiously committed other:
Anthropologists and
theologians in dialogue -- PART
I Epistemology for ethnography
-- 2 Mystery: To know and be
known in ethnography -- 3
Stranger: A biblical teaching as
an anthropological resource -4 Witness: A post-critical and
biblical epistemology for a
committed anthropology -- 5
Humility: A Christian impulse
as fruitful motif for
anthropological theory and
practice -- 6 Mission: Agnes
C.L. Donohugh, early "apostle
for ethnography"--PART II
Ontology for anthropology -- 7
Principalities: Insights from
practical theology for a
transformed applied
anthropology -- 8 Divine: The
multiple expressions of the
sacred in Andean ontology -- 9
Calling: Implications of the
transcendent for love and
purpose in migration -- 10
Trinity: Conceptual tools for an
interdisciplinary theology of
culture -- 11 Anthropology in
the mirror of theology:
Epistemology, ontology, ethics
(an afterword) -- Index
When the Kings Come
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Marching In- Richard J. Mouw
2002-05-08
Widely respected for his
perspectives on faith in the
modern world, Richard J.
Mouw has long stood at the
forefront of the Christ and
culture debate. In When the
Kings Come Marching In here
revised and updated Mouw
explores the religious
transformation of culture as it
is powerfully pictured in Isaiah
60. In Isaiah 60 the prophet
envisions the future
transformation of the city of
Jerusalem, a portrayal of the
Holy City that bears important
similarities to John's vision of
the future in Revelation 21 and
22. Mouw examines these and
other key passages of the
Bible, showing how they
provide a proper pattern for
cultural involvement in the
present. Mouw identifies and
discusses four main features of
the Holy City: (1) the wealth of
the nations is gathered into the
city; (2) the kings of the earth
march into the city; (3) people
from many nations are drawn
to the city; and (4) light
pervades the city. In drawing

out the implications of these
striking features, Mouw treats
a number of relevant cultural
issues, including Christian
attitudes toward the processes
and products of commerce,
technology, and art; the nature
of political authority; race
relations; and the scope of the
redemptive ministry of Jesus
Christ. The volume culminates
in an invaluable discussion of
how Christians should live in
the modern world. Mouw
argues that believers must go
beyond a narrow
understanding of the individual
pilgrim's progress to a view of
the Christian pilgrimage
wherein believers work
together toward solving the
difficult political, social, and
economic problems of our day.
Christ and Culture Revisited
- D. A. Carson 2012-01-31
Called to live in the world, but
not to be of it, Christians must
maintain a balancing act that
becomes more precarious the
further our culture departs
from its Judeo-Christian roots.
How should members of the
church interact with such a
culture, especially as deeply
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enmeshed as most of us have
become? In this award-winning
book -- now in paperback and
with a new preface -- D. A.
Carson applies his masterful
touch to that problem. After
exploring the classic typology
of H. Richard Niebuhr with its
five Christ-culture options,
Carson offers an even more
comprehensive paradigm for
informing the Christian
worldview. More than just
theoretical, Christ and Culture
Revisited is a practical guide
for helping Christians untangle
current messy debates about
living in the world.
Disappearing Church - Mark
Sayers 2016-01-19
When church and culture look
the same... For the many
Christians eager to prove we
can be both holy and cool,
cultural pressures are too
much. We either
compartmentalize our faith or
drift from it altogether—into a
world that’s so alluring. Have
you wondered lately: Why does
the Western church look so
much like the world? Why are
so many of my friends leaving
the faith? How can we get back

to our roots? Disappearing
Church will help you sort
through concerns like these,
guiding you in a thoughtful,
faithful, and hopeful response.
Weaving together art, history,
and theology, pastor and
cultural observer Mark Sayers
reminds us that real growth
happens when the church
embraces its countercultural
witness, not when it blends in.
It’s like Jesus said long ago, “If
the salt loses its saltiness, it is
no longer good for anything…”
Living at the Crossroads Michael W. Goheen 2008-11-01
How can Christians live
faithfully at the crossroads of
the story of Scripture and
postmodern culture? In Living
at the Crossroads, authors
Michael Goheen and Craig
Bartholomew explore this
question as they provide a
general introduction to
Christian worldview. Ideal for
both students and lay readers,
Living at the Crossroads lays
out a brief summary of the
biblical story and the most
fundamental beliefs of
Scripture. The book tells the
story of Western culture from
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the classical period to
postmodernity. The authors
then provide an analysis of how
Christians live in the tension
that exists at the intersection
of the biblical and cultural
stories, exploring the important
implications in key areas of life,
such as education, scholarship,
economics, politics, and
church.
Strong and Weak - Andy
Crouch 2016-02-11

Two common temptations lure
us away from abundant
living—withdrawing into safety
or grasping for power. True
flourishing, says Andy Crouch,
travels down an unexpected
path—being both strong and
weak. Regardless of your stage
or role in life, here is a way of
love and risk so that we all,
even the most vulnerable, can
flourish.
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